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I have this adage, “Adults can talk about anything. So long as we talk about it like adults.” 

Once again, it is necessary to address the horrible scandals of sexual abuse in the life of 

The Roman Catholic Church. I have addressed this issue at least four times in the past 

eight years from the pulpit and also times before that. This homily will utilize sections from 

previous homilies, but develop other points more relevant to the current headlines.  

Over the years, a few parishioners have said to me, “If victims had been silent for so long, 

why speak up now? Why not simply remain quiet and spare the church bad press?” Only 

when victims came forward, did the church have the opportunity to transform, heal, and 

exact justice. Only when victims came forward, could the light of day finally shatter the 

darkness of abuse and stop more from becoming victims.  

The church was not abused when victims came forward. Rather, the church was abused 

when they were assaulted. Young children, adolescents, and adults are “the church” and 

when they were abused, the whole church was violated. Victims need to come forward 

whenever they are ready to. We need to encourage them to speak out as soon as they are 

able. 

We know that it often takes decades for a victim of sexual abuse to come forward and tell 

their story, regardless if the abuser was a clergy person, teacher, family member, or 

stranger. Many never come forward, but remain in painful silence for the rest of their lives. 

The abuse is horribly damaging, leaving victims buried with guilt and shame, even though 

they have done nothing wrong. It often leads to drug and alcohol abuse; and can seriously 

hinder their ability to live in healthy relationships.  

For purpose of this homily, it is sufficient to say, in our diocese and in dioceses across the 

United States, significant changes have occurred over the thirty-two + years since I have 

been ordained. Most of all these changes occurred after 2002, following the unfolding of 

abuse cases in the Archdiocese of Boston. What made this issue different from other 

issues? 

I have said from many pulpits in this diocese, including the Cathedral, “The American 

bishops finally responded appropriately to sexual abuse in their dioceses not because they 

saw the light but rather because they felt the heat. If not for freedom of the press and an 

independent judiciary, we might still not know the extent of sexual abuse and its many 

incidences. In other words, ‘Thank God for The Boston Globe’!” 

From 2002 to now, the changes have been revolutionary and extensive. This is the result of 

The Dallas Charter, named for an emergency meeting of all the Catholic bishops of our 

nation held in Dallas, Texas in 2002. There they agreed on a far-reaching plan to address 

the abuse crisis. For an institution considered a slow moving boat that thinks in centuries, 

the Roman Catholic Church at least in this country experienced rapid, far-reaching and all-

encompassing changes. The slow moving boat did a complete about face in short period of 

time.  

Here are only some examples: 



---The screening of candidates for priesthood has become more extensive and covering 

every aspect of human development and interaction. Particularly, the process looks for 

emotional maturity in a man who has healthy and active adult friendships. 

---Once ordained, every priest and deacon is held to a strict Code of Ethics determining the 

proper and improper ways of interacting with parishioners, and all people coming into our 

circle of life. This Code is updated from time to time if determined something was not 

conclusively written or some new situation has arisen. That Code of Ethics is taken 

seriously from Kittery to Fort Kent and every stop in between. 

---Every accusation of abuse or violation of human dignity is treated with high and serious 

response. Retired career law enforcement officials conduct investigations of the 

accusations. If the accusations involve violations of law, the appropriate civil authorities are 

immediately contacted.  

---Finally, there are national agencies, specializing in these issues, auditing every diocese in 

the Unites States on a continual basis. Our diocese has always received the highest rank of 

compliance with almost every audit. 

As far as I know, this is also true of all six Pennsylvania dioceses mentioned in the Grand 

Jury investigation. They have implemented all these changes and are audited regularly. 

Why they waited so long to open their older personnel files is beyond me. All of our files 

were opened in 2002 and given over to the Maine State Attorney General’s Office. Every 

priest, all of our personnel records were given to the AG’s office and someone there went 

through every one of them with a fine tooth comb. This should have happened everywhere.  

Even with all the good work that has been done and is being done, here are issues for the 

laity to be aware of. 

The Church Needs Better Awareness of Adults as Victims of Abuse. Most all of the 

discussion above relates to abuse of minors, those under the age of 18. They represent the 

most horrific abuses in the Catholic Church and the thousands of instances just in our 

own country over the past 70 years is simply infuriating and heart-breaking. 

The Church is also now getting a better understanding that adults, violated by clergy, are 

also victims. The former Archbishop McCarrick scandal is such an example. So often, 

Catholic bishops refer to these transgressions as “violations of celibacy” considering this 

involves “consenting adults”. But “celibacy” and “consenting adults” are not the issues 

here, and the offense is far more serious. The issue is one of “abuse of power” and 

“exploitation of the vulnerable”. These are far greater sins. Let me explain. 

Healing professions depend on solid professional boundaries governing their relationships 

with those seeking their healing or other assistance. Such healing professions include: 

doctors, lawyers, counselling therapists, occupational therapists, etc. This obviously also 

includes religious and spiritual leaders as well. These relationships are of unequal power; 

whereby the patient, client, or congregation member place themselves in a vulnerable state 

with the professional. Other similar relationships covered by these boundaries would 

include: teacher/student, employer/employee, supervisor/laborer.  

This remains true even if both parties are adults, single, and in religions that do not require 

celibacy for their ministers. For example, if a single Methodist pastor, not bound by 

celibacy, becomes involved sexually with an employee of her/his church staff, or a member 



of her/his congregation, that pastor would be fired by church authorities. Professional 

boundaries have been violated. It is always the professional’s (doctor, lawyer, clergy person, 

teacher, etc.) responsibility to maintain the professional boundaries under all 

circumstances. PERIOD! 

Violation of these boundaries further weakens society’s need for healing, justice, and 

healthy human relationships. Violations also scar and wound the life of those seeking help 

or place themselves in someone’s care. Most all professional organizations have clear 

ethical codes forbidding such relationships, and they need to be strictly enforced. The issue 

of celibacy is unrelated to this event.  

Beware of ideological agendas. Many on the Church’s left single out mandatory celibacy 

as the root problem of sexual abuse in the Catholic Church. Many on the Church’s right 

single out priests who have a gay sexual orientation as the root problem. Neither of these 

suggested root causes are backed up by reality.  

Each suggested root cause may have some indirect impact on the issue of sexual abuse. The 

Church may well decide to have honest conversations on mandatory celibacy in ordained 

priesthood, and the presence of men with a gay sexual orientation. But when discussing 

sexual abuse of minors or adults, these issues are a distraction, and do not assist in 

addressing the core issues that allowed these abusive priests to continue abusing in the 

church’s life. 

Please remember in almost every discovery of abuse in a particular presbyterate, the 

number of abusing priests amounted to 5% of the entire presbyterate. This was true in 

Boston and in most of the Pennsylvania dioceses. Let me be clear: because those 5% were 

protected by a shroud of secrecy and cover-up, they wrecked horrific havoc on a scale far 

more devastating than if proper and appropriate actions were taken. This resulted in 

tragedy and suffering throughout the church.  

But, the remaining 95% were not abusive. All were celibate and many remaining faithful 

were also of a gay sexual orientation. 95% should tell us that neither celibacy nor gay 

priests are root causes for this horrible crisis. While many of us struggle with celibacy at 

various times in our priesthood, most all of us also remain faithful to promises that were 

made. 

Beware of clericalism. So where do we look to further address this horrible crisis? The 

voices that have spoken with integrity, clarity, and wisdom all focus on “clericalism” as a 

significant root cause. 

“Clericalism” views priesthood as “apart” from the rest of the church and living a life beyond 

and detached from everyone else. This leads to a closed and insular culture void of 

transparency and accountability. Clericalism happens when we hide our insecurities and 

immaturities behind the Roman collar. We all have our insecurities and immaturities. 

When we hide them behind the Roman collar, demons rush in.  

I have written what I consider to be three confusions in the Roman Catholic priesthood that 

either flow from and/or contribute to clericalism. The three confusions: “Piety for Holiness”, 

“Loyalty for Fidelity”, “Being a Company Man” with “Being a Man of the Church”. 

----We confuse “piety” for “holiness”. Holiness and piety are certainly not mutually 

exclusive. But being pious does not in and of itself amount to holiness. I have known 



amazingly holy people that were also pious in their demeanor. I have also known very pious 

people, but their piety was a veneer of the brutally abusive people they really were. Holiness 

is born of generous and humble service following in the footsteps of Our Lord and Savior 

Jesus Christ. Holiness treats every person with the God given dignity and respect they 

deserve, and maintains proper professional boundaries in pastoral care. Look again at the 

second reading, The Letter of St. James. He says, “If you want perfect religion, take care 

of the poor and keep yourself uncorrupted.” Holiness comes only from love.  

---We confuse “loyalty” for “fidelity”. The bishops and other church leaders in the past that 

covered-up these abusive priests, transferring them from parish to parish, and silencing 

victims believed they were being loyal to the institutional church and to the ordained 

priesthood. But there was little to no room for “fidelity” to the greater truths and 

transcendent realities. “Loyalty” to the institution is always overruled by “fidelity” to The 

Kingdom of God. The church is servant to the Kingdom. 

---We confuse being a “company man” with being a “man of the Church”. This is related to 

the second confusion, but ultimately sees priesthood as a “career” rather than a “vocation”. 

It is a “self-serving career” rather than a “self-emptying vocation” in the image of Christ. 

Both Pope Benedict XVI and Pope Francis repeatedly condemned “careerist” attitude among 

clerics. 

These confusions emanating from clericalism are creeping back into the Church’s life. 

Ironically, they are promoted by good people convinced these seemingly better models from 

the past are a correct response to the sexual abuse crisis. The effort to re-create a model of 

priesthood from the past, that was believed to be a holier model, will, unintentionally, set 

up the church for another crisis or scandal to happen again. What might be a sign of this 

return? As a friend of mine commented on a seminarian in her parish many years ago, “He 

was the oldest young man I ever met.” If they look young but act old, you may be looking at 

a “piety” disconnected from “holiness”. You may be looking at clericalism. 

We know many have left the Catholic Church because of these scandals. I have no right to 

judge or criticize them. But let me tell you why I remain. These are words written to a friend 

of mine who had written to explain why he was leaving. I have further developed this 

response for this homily. “Yet, for today, I choose to remain. I don’t remain because there is 

no place for me to go and nothing else for me to do. I don’t remain being only six years from 

retirement and so will bide my time until then. And I don’t remain only because of promises 

made over thirty-two years ago, although they remain very important in my life. 

“I remain because in the heart of the church, I have discovered “Love”. A Love greater than 

all the gaping, putrid, and heinous wounds inflicted by those with power and the ability to 

stop further wounds. This Love has grabbed me, turned my life inside out and is the 

compelling motivation to get out of bed every morning, sinner though I still am. In many 

ways, I am still here because you are here, present in this church for this Mass for the 22nd 

Sunday of Ordinary Time. One of the greatest miracles of them all is every weekend, we 

open the doors to the churches and in you come. Your faith encourages, consoles, and 

strengthens me. If we open the doors and no one comes in, that will be the day to make 

another decision.  

“I don’t know where this Love was during the sex abuse crisis, or the Holocaust or 

Hiroshima, Nagasaki or the attacks of 9-11. Explaining those horrors are way above my pay 



scale. I believe the Church is still in the hands of God, and The Holy Spirit is moving 

forcefully through the Church for purification and transformation. I can’t tell you what will 

happen next week or even tomorrow. All I have is today, and today I remain.” 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2017 

Unfortunately, our diocese has made the headlines twice in the past couple of weeks and 

both stories are sad and maddening. It is important to address these issues from the pulpit. 

I have this adage, “Adults can talk about anything. So long as they talk about it like 

adults.” 

Jesuit James Talbot was extradited from Missouri to Maine to face charges of sexually 

abusing a minor boy on Freeport church property over 20 years ago. Talbot, now 80 years 

old and an ex-priest, a notorious abuser of minors, has served time in prison in 

Massachusetts and has since his release, has been confined to a secured treatment center 

in Missouri.  

His story was among those featured in the movie Spotlight. That movie presented the 

background of The Boston Globe’s investigative reporting of sex abuse among priests in 

the Boston Archdiocese and the subsequent cover-ups. Those stories, published in 2002, 

resulted in discoveries of cover-ups in dioceses across the country, including our own. The 

outrage following from both outside and within the Catholic community lead to major 

changes in the way sex abuse is handled. 

Then this past Monday, recently retired pastor Msgr. Michael Henchal was on the front 

page of the Portland Press Herald. Bishop Robert Deeley had spent the weekend 

addressing Msgr. Henchal’s former parishioners in South Portland, Cape Elizabeth and 

Scarborough.  Bishop Deeley announced the discovery that Msgr. Henchal and a former 

employee were now living together in Texas and that their relationship began prior to Msgr. 

Henchal’s retirement just this past July 1st. The former employee, Kathy Jones, had served 

as Pastoral Life Coordinator for the three parish cluster. 

First things first: James Talbot 

Although James Talbot was removed from active ministry many years ago and also removed 

from the priesthood by the Vatican, there are still some victimized by him that have not 

come forward to tell their stories. Please God, this man will never abuse anyone again, and 

hopefully has not had a chance to victimize anyone for the last several years. This alleged 

incident was brought forward by a man now in his late twenties. This prompted an 

investigation by the Freeport police department. The resulting indictment brought James 

Talbot to Maine to face justice. 

We know that it often takes decades for a victim of sexual abuse to come forward and tell 

their story, regardless if the abuser was a clergy person, teacher, family member, or 

stranger. Many never come forward but remain in painful silence for the rest of their lives. 

The abuse is horribly damaging, leaving victims buried with guilt and shame, even though 

they have done nothing wrong. It often leads to drug and alcohol abuse; and can seriously 

hinder their ability to live a healthy life of intimacy.  



Over the years, parishioners have said to me, “If victims had been silence for so long, why 

speak up now? Why not simply remain quiet and spare the church bad press?” Only when 

victims come forward does the church have the opportunity to transform, heal, and exact 

justice. The church was not abused when victims came forward. Rather, the church was 

abused when they were assaulted. Young children and adolescents are the church and 

when they were abused, the whole church was violated. Victims need to come forward 

whenever they are ready to. We need to encourage them to speak out as soon as possible. 

Here are three periods of how sexual abuse was dealt with by the Diocese of Portland. 

These periods of time represent the years since my ordination to the priesthood in 1986. 

These are my own experiences and this does not represent any other priests or timelines 

they may determine.  

1986-early 1990’s: victims were treated appallingly. Very early on in my priesthood, a 

woman approached me with a story of abuse at the hands of a priest when she was a young 

girl. The Chancery treatment towards her was callous and insensitive to her pain and 

suffering. They exhibited little care about her at all. I continually advocated on her behalf 

and eventually the Chancery agreed to pay for her psychiatric counselling sessions. 

In the 1990’s, the Chancery made significant changes regarding victims. They were treated 

with more care and concern. Their stories were given greater credibility. But offending 

priests were still reassigned though after months of treatment at residential facilities. 

Diocesan officials were still not treating these as criminal offenses. 

From 2002 to now, the changes have been revolutionary and extensive. For an institution 

considered a slow moving boat that thinks in centuries, the Roman Catholic Church at 

least in this country experienced rapid, far-reaching and all-encompassing changes. The 

slow moving boat did a complete about face in short period of time. What made this issue 

different from other issues?  

Before 2002 but especially after, I have said from many pulpits in this diocese, including 

the Cathedral, “The American bishops finally responded appropriately to sexual abuse in 

their dioceses not because they saw the light but rather because they felt the heat. If not for 

freedom of the press and an independent judiciary, we might still not know the extent of 

sexual abuse and its many incidences. In other words, ‘Thank God for The Boston Globe’!” 

I can also relate that since 2002, everything has changed, and nothing is even remotely 

similar to what was happening before that. Let me point out three distinct areas. 

The screening of candidates for priesthood has become more extensive and covering every 

aspect of human development and interaction. Particularly, the process looks for maturity 

and respect in a man that has healthy and active adult friendships. 

Once ordained, every priest and deacon is held to a strict Code of Ethics determining the 

proper and improper ways of interacting with parishioners, and all people coming into our 

circle of life. This Code is updated from time to time if determined something was not 

conclusively written or some new situation has arisen. That Code of Ethics is taken 

seriously from Kittery to Fort Kent and every stop in between. 



Thirdly, every accusation of abuse or violation of human dignity is treated with high and 

serious response. If the charges involve law violations, the appropriate civil authorities are 

immediately contacted.  

Finally, although these have all been in place since 2002 and there are national agencies 

auditing every diocese on a continual basis. Our diocese has always received the highest 

rank of accountability. 

Secondly, Msgr. Michael Henchal. I will let Bishop Deeley’s letter to parishioners speak the 

important details. “Since his retirement in July, Msgr. Henchal has been living with Kathy 

Jones, the former pastoral life coordinator for the cluster. It is now painfully apparent that 

this relationship began while they were working together here in the cluster.” 

This has been presented as an issue of “celibacy” and a violation of the promises Msgr. 

Henchal made at his ordination. But I contend this is not an issue of celibacy, and there 

are other more important issues here. A violation of celibacy assumes a relationship of 

equals, free of any abuse, ethical violations, or breaking trust. None of that is present in 

this situation. 

Healing professions depend on solid professional boundaries governing their relationships 

with those seeking their assistance or healing. Such healing professions include: doctors, 

lawyers, counselling therapists, occupational therapists, etc. This obviously also includes 

religious and spiritual leaders as well. These relationships are of unequal power; whereby 

the patient, client, or congregation member place themselves in a vulnerable state with the 

professional. Other relationships covered by these boundaries would include: 

teacher/student, employer/employee, supervisor/laborer.  

Sexual relations violate the boundary that fosters healing, tearing down trust. This remains 

true even if both parties are adults, single, or in religions that do not mandate celibacy for 

their ministers. For example, a Methodist pastor, is not bound to celibacy as is the Catholic 

pastor. But if a Methodist pastor, though single, becomes involved sexually with an 

employee of his church or a member of her/his congregation, that pastor would be fired by 

church authorities. Professional boundaries have been violated. It is always the 

professional’s (doctor, lawyer, clergy person, teacher, etc.) responsibility to maintain the 

professional boundaries under all circumstances. PERIOD! 

Kathy Jones was both an employee working under Msgr. Henchal and one of his 

parishioners. As such, Msgr. Henchal was bound to maintain professional boundaries 

prohibiting any development of a relationship becoming sexual. His conduct is more related 

to violation of professional boundaries. We need to get that right so anyone seeking help 

can understand the great value of these boundaries. They also need to be empowered to 

leave when any professional acts in a manner contrary to holding these boundaries secure.  

This further weakens society’s need for healing, justice, and healthy human relationships. 

Most all professional organizations have clear ethical codes forbidding such relationships, 

and they need to be strictly enforced. It is always the duty of the pastor, parish priest, 

minister, rabbi, or other religious leader to maintain those boundaries at all costs. The 

issue of celibacy is unrelated to this event.  

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 



2017 

The news stories from a Michigan courtroom this week were riveting, heart breaking, 

horrible, and hopeful. The story focused on the sentencing hearing for Dr. Larry Nassar, 

former doctor for the US Olympic women’s gymnastics team. Now a convicted pedophile, 

Dr. Nassar abused and molested hundreds of young girls and adolescent women over many 

decades.  

Though parents had filed complaints as far back as 1997, he was never arrested, 

suspended as a physician or apparently even thoroughly investigated, thus allowing him 

complete access to these young women unwittingly seeking him out for medical needs.  

Finally, a victim came forward publically accused him of molesting her many years before. 

Her courage empowered others to step forward with similar accusations. Once victims 

began to speak out, Dr. Nassar’s power began to diminish.  

The more other victims were empowered, the quicker Dr. Nassar entered the criminal 

processes that finally halted his abuse. At the sentencing hearings, Judge Rosemarie 

Aquilina offered to take as long as necessary for any victim to come forward and speak 

before she issued her sentence. There, victims continually found their voice while Dr. 

Nassar was reduced to silence. Dr. Nassar had no choice but to remain seated in the 

witness chair silently while all spoke. 

Initially over eighty women informed the judge of their intention to speak. But as the days 

of testimony continued, even more women felt empowered to join those already listed. The 

total number of victims speaking at Dr. Nassar’s sentencing hearing reached 160 women 

and the hearing lasted over six days. Judge Aquilina welcomed each woman with the same 

words, “Thank you. What would you like me to know?” 

In the Gospel, Jesus and his disciples begin the mission of proclaiming and manifesting 

The Kingdom of God. He enters a synagogue and his preaching begins to lift the hearts of 

those listening. His preaching also ignites the rage of one person attending. He interrupts 

Jesus, taking upon himself the claim of speaking for everyone else, accusing him of trying 

to destroy the synagogue community. But Jesus identifies the evil spirit in the man, and 

casting out the spirit, brings the man to silence.  

Once the man is silenced, everyone else in the synagogue finds their voice. They speak to 

one another about how new and authoritative Jesus’ teaching is. Apparently, the angry 

man did not speak for everyone else in the synagogue even though he claimed to. Perhaps 

everyone else remained silently afraid, feeling powerless to challenge him. Now that he is 

silenced, they all speak up. Unlike the man with anger, they don’t feel threatened by Jesus’ 

teaching at all. Rather, they experience something new, refreshing, and liberating in the 

Lord’s teachings. 

We can recognize the demonic in our world. Among its fruits are domination, oppression, 

and exploitation. The Spirit of Jesus is liberating, creative, renewing, and freeing. People 

find their voice and their very lives when freed from spirits of domination and oppression. 

The synagogue community was liberated from the oppression of this one man who may 

have used his anger and rage to control everyone else.  



The women gymnasts found their voice when someone finally stood up to Dr. Nassar and 

he was speechless to defend himself. I would suggest that Judge Aquilina’s greeting, 

“Thank you. What would you like me to know?” presents an amazing welcome of liberation 

to those testifying. 

Domination can be found in every walk of life. One person with enough anger and rage can 

control an entire family, an entire workplace, an entire religious community, an entire 

political process. One person with enough deceptive charm and manipulation can continue 

exploiting and abusing innocent young people for a long time. One person with professional 

power can harass, exploit and intimidate those working in their businesses. Just ask the 

victims of Roger Ailes, Bill O’Reilly, Harvey Weinstein, Matt Lauer, Charlie Rose, and 

Congressman John Conyers.  

The #MeToo movement is a great sign of God’s Spirit moving in our society. More and more 

women, along with some men, are now empowered to say they were also sexually harassed, 

intimidated, or assaulted in the workplace. And the names of the fallen high and mighty 

grows significantly every day. This is a great sign of hope that dominating and exploiting 

spirits are being cast out by liberating, healing and renewing Spirit of God.  

Sometimes the dominating spirit is expressed throughout the culture and not just 

manifested in one person. Some cultural expectations can be dominating and suffocating to 

many. Let me offer only one example. 

The pressure on so many of our young people to not only be the best they can be, but to be 

the best, better than anyone else, is a dominating spirit that saps vitality and peace from 

the hearts of so many young people. Please understand this distinction. Encouraging 

someone to reach their best potential and fully develop their own personal humanity is 

indeed liberating. Demanding that someone excel above everyone else and be the best 

regardless of their talents is dominating and crushing.  

The #MeToo movement, civil rights movement, pro-life movement, AA twelve steps 

movement are only some examples of movements begun at grass roots level liberating 

people from spirits of domination or exploitation. We can recognize the Spirit of Jesus 

motivating every one of these movements.  

Often, victims of trauma take a long time to find their voice. Some are never able to find it 

this side of The Kingdom of God. However, a culture recognizing their trauma, welcoming 

their stories, and working towards healing, justice and providing safety for all can assist 

their stories to come forward. Judge Aquilina’s greeting to each woman exemplifies that for 

us. In any event, the voice of the Risen Christ continually cries out for the innocent and 

oppressed in our world even if they can yet find their own voice to speak out.  

The Spirit of Jesus of course is alive and flows through the life of The Church.  However, we 

should not equate every church action as manifesting that spirit. We too lived through our 

own horrific stories of abuse and exploitation, complete with cover-ups and denials. But 

again, it was the victims stepping forward and making their voices heard that finally began 

the repentance and transformation so desperately needed.  

God’s fidelity to the church was expressed in victims courageously coming and telling their 

stories until church leadership finally decided to listen to them. They were also a source of 

hope for all of us. As I said in a homily several weeks ago, “The church changed not 



because the bishops saw the light but rather because they felt the heat. Thank God for The 

Boston Globe!” 

But the sacraments are always present as liberating rivers of God’s Spirit flowing over all of 

us; identifying what oppresses and dominates us and overwhelming the dark spirits, letting 

us go free. We are called to let those sacraments flow over us not only to free us from 

domination, but to then become sources of liberation for others so dominated. I close with a 

prayer attributed to St. Francis of Assisi. The one praying asks God to become an agent of 

transforming grace by confronting the dark forces of our world. 

Lord, make me an instrument of your peace,  

Where there is hatred, let me sow love; 

where there is injury, pardon; 

where there is doubt, faith; 

where there is despair, hope; 

where there is darkness, light; 

where there is sadness, joy; 

O Divine Master, grant that I may not so much seek to be consoled as to console;  

to be understood as to understand;  

to be loved as to love. 

For it is in giving that we receive;  

it is in pardoning that we are pardoned;  

and it is in dying that we are born to eternal life. 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2013 

To illustrate the opposite of what the Gospel calls for, I will utilize three headline stories 

from the past three months, in chronological order. 

The first story involves the resignation of Cardinal Keith O’Brien, Catholic archbishop of 

Edinburgh Scotland in February. Cardinal O’Brien was soon to enter the conclave to elect a 

successor to Pope Benedict XVI when three active priests and one former priest accused the 

Cardinal of having made sexual advances toward them when they were seminarians. At 

least some of these advances lead to sexual activity between seminarians and then Fr. 

O’Brien, a seminary faculty member.  

At first, the diocesan offices issued declarations of innocence suggesting that these priests 

had bad intentions toward Cardinal O’Brien before entering the conclave. But later, those 

declarations were retracted, and His Eminence submitted his resignation to Pope Benedict. 

The second story relates to Congressional hearings investigating rape and sexual 

harassment towards those in the United States military. The perpetrators often were 

victims’ own peers but also to a large extent their violations occurred at the hands of 

superior officers or others in supervisory roles. “About 19,000 men and women suffer 

sexual assault each year in the military”, former Defense Secretary Leon Panetta said, 

though he noted that only about 3,200 assaults were reported.” CNN March 14, 2013 



Thirdly, in April a video of basketball practice at Rutgers University went viral on the 

internet revealing abusive treatment toward players at the hands of head coach Mike Rice. 

“In a video shown Tuesday on ESPN, the Rutgers men’s basketball coach, Mike Rice, is 

seen yelling homophobic slurs at his players, kicking them, grabbing them and shoving 

them. He also throws basketballs at their legs, their heads and their bodies from point-

blank range — as if he were playing dodge ball.” Tim Rohan, NYT, 4/2/2013 

 

There is a connecting thread tying these three stories together. The thread is not sex, nor 

gender or sexual identity. The connecting thread begins with the positions of authority and 

power most all of the perpetrators had over their victims. Head Coach Mike Rice had 

tremendous influence as to which basketball players retained their athletic scholarships. 

As a seminary official, then Father O’Brien had responsibility for recommending which 

seminarians continued toward ordination. Military officers have considerable decision 

making authority over their subordinate service women and men. 

When we ask, “Why would these seminarians/athletes/military personnel have tolerated 

that kind of behavior or have kept silent for so long, we need to be aware of the 

relationships of power. 

Certain relationships must always be free of sexual advances and sexual activity: 

Teacher/student, clergy- person/parishioner; doctor/patient; lawyer/client; 

employer/employee; adult/child; coach/athlete. These and others involve relationships of 

authority and power. These must be protected with clear moral boundaries.  People in these 

relationships are equal in dignity but not equals in authority. Even when this involves two 

adults who appear to be consenting, they are not equal in power within these relationships. 

There are many behaviors that are passed off as “love” or in our society and world. But if 

the result is someone feeling less about their own dignity, or experiencing having been 

used, exploited, or emotionally wounded; then one must seriously question if something 

“loving” actually took place. 

In early March, Cardinal O’Brien issued the following statement, "I wish to take this 

opportunity to admit that there have been times that my sexual conduct has fallen below 

the standards expected of me as a priest, archbishop and cardinal.” CNN 3/4/2013. Well 

Your Eminence, that apology is most inadequate. Your sexual conduct was not the greatest 

violation of your conduct. Whether or not you were faithful to your promises of celibacy is 

not the real issue, nor is the issue your sexual orientation. 

As previously stated, this issue is not about sex, mandatory celibacy, sexual orientation or 

other issues that can serve as a distraction. Because these are relationships of unequal 

power, any violation is an abuse of power. That is true if the weapon is sexual, abusive 

anger, or any other form of exploitation. Abuse of power destroys trust and this weakens 

the fabric of our society. Trust must always be the coin of the realm. Trust allows society to 

function honorably and allows relationships to develop with integrity. Abuse of power is the 

connecting thread of these three stories and so many countless others like them. 

Cardinal O’Brien continued abusing power when diocesan press releases proclaimed his 

innocence and cast shadows of guilt on his victims. That merely aggravated the abuse of 

power and further victimization of these priests.  



 

Similarly, some sports commentators tried to pass Mike Rice’s behavior off as “old school” 

coaching. The Rutgers Athletic Director Tim Pernetti had seen the video, but decided the 

abusive behavior warranted a three game suspension for Coach Rice. Later the A D Pernetti 

was fired by Rutgers College President Robert Barchi after he viewed the video.  

John Thompson, former Georgetown University Basketball coach in an ESPN interview, 

“That thing transcended sports, period. The thing that puzzled me more than anything is 

that the kids permitted him to do it. You go home, you tell your parents, or you tell the 

coach, ‘I’m sorry, this is beyond’. And then you’ve got a staff that’s sitting there watching. I 

mean, stop and think about that, man. It’s just mind-boggling. They have the nerve to say 

that this is ‘old-school’. I played basketball when I was 12, 13 years old. I never saw 

anybody do anything like that to any kid. It’s incomprehensible to me.” 

Too often, victims are told to swallow their abuse for the good of the institution, good of the 

athletic achievements, good of the church, good of the family, and sometimes even the good 

(albeit shallow) public reputation of the abuser. When this happens, human dignity and 

trust are discarded for the protection of corruption in institutions and individuals.  

The word that should be used to describe this is “idolatry”. When we discard the human 

dignity which God assumed in the Incarnation for the sake of vainglory or protecting 

institutions, we are worshipping idols.  One of the most powerful American idolatries is 

“winning”, sometimes at all costs. We often gladly trade integrity, decency, and dignity for 

the ability to win. 

This becomes a pervasive culture that traps many. Even those who find the crimes 

repulsive somehow work to protect the institutions and perpetrators from accountability. 

This corruption in culture infects many good people who themselves would harm no one, 

but cannot bring themselves to either understand what “the big deal” is, or to blow the 

whistle on the abuse.  The day after Rutgers AD Pernetti was fired, several Rutgers athletes 

protested, reminding everyone that he had made it possible for Rutgers to enter the Big Ten 

Conference. What is Mike Rice doing now? He is coaching basketball, a team of 12 year old 

girls. Many parents are supporting him. 

In the Catholic Church, this culture is often fueled by a destructive clericalism. Clericalism 

often confuses “piety” for “holiness”, “loyalty” for “fidelity” and being “a company man” for 

being “a man of the church”. Clericalism can be found among the ordained and the laity. 

Confusing “enabling” for “unconditional love” is one of the most frequent and most 

destructive confusions of all. Whenever someone’s abusive behavior is denied, minimalized, 

rationalized or justified, we are in the thick of enabling and clericalism. Enabling is never 

loving or just. There is nothing holy or righteous about enabling. Enabling allows abusive 

behavior to continue unabated and corruption to gather steam. 

For too long, the Catholic hierarchy tried to blame the abuse crisis on secularization or the 

presence of priests with a gay sexual orientation or other “usual suspects”. But that served 

only to push the light of discovery from where it needs to be. For sure, secularization has 

many weaknesses and faults. But if we were not a secular society, we may never have 

known the extent of this corruption in Catholic culture. In the United States, freedom of the 



press and an independent judiciary pushed this crisis to where it needed to be, in the 

forefront of public view.  In other words, “Thank God for The Boston Globe!” 

One aspect of the Gospel’s mission is to purify culture. The Gospel can raise and 

strengthen what is good in culture, and transform and heal what is corrupt and evil. The 

Good Shepherd is the complete antithesis of these headline stories. Power and authority 

must only be modeled on the power and authority of Christ. Even when Jesus needed to 

criticize or challenge someone, they were still always safe in his presence. 

True use of power and authority neither abuses nor enables. True use of power and 

authority fosters clear moral boundaries where people are free, safe, respected, and valued. 

That is the model of Christ the Good Shepherd. There is a word that encompasses these 

truths and that word is “integrity”. 

“Integrity” shapes a conscience with the values of dignity, respect, and human decency. 

Integrity never sees positions of power or authority as avenues for one’s own gratification 

and domination of others. “Integrity” not only refuses to engage in the exploitation of 

others, but as importantly will rise to defend those who are so treated. People with integrity 

insist that the home, school, worship site, workplace, military base, athletic field, and 

neighborhood are places where everyone is safe and where their humanity can flourish in 

freedom. 

Integrity allows us to move in and out of people’s lives, and to allow them to move in and 

out of our life and be safe and to be trusted. That is what Jesus means when he says, “My 

sheep hear my voice. I know them and they follow me.” That is the voice that attracts what 

is the best in us. That voice calls forth our true self. That voice promises us that in his 

hands, we will always be loved and respected, and we will always, always be safe. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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When reflecting on deeper meanings within St. John’s Gospel, one good motto to remember 

is similar to that of real estate, “Location, location, location” 

St. John presents two important locations for us to reflect on in this lengthy gospel 

passage. The first location is the Sea of Tiberius, and the last time the evangelist presents 

Jesus at the Sea of Tiberius was when he fed the multitudes with the few loaves and fishes. 

Today that scene continues following his Resurrection as he prepares a meal of bread and 

fish for his disciples. What Jesus did for others in his time on earth, so the Risen Christ 

continues through the church. 

The second location is the charcoal fire on which the loaves and fish are cooking. The last 

time we were reading of a charcoal fire in this gospel was the night before Jesus died, and 

St. Peter was warming himself by a charcoal fire. Questioned by locals, he proceeded to 

deny the Lord three times before the rooster crowed announcing daybreak. Here Jesus 

summons Peter and the other disciples to a meal again just as day is breaking. It is the 

same location and the same time of day, with many of the same people, but a whole new 

moment of grace is being revealed. This gathering at the charcoal fire will be one of 

repentance, redemption, and renewal. 



If Jesus summons Peter to another charcoal fire, we can understand his awareness of being 

scantily dressed and jumping into the water. In Biblical understanding, one who is naked 

has lost one’s identity, and stands in isolation. Peter’s denial of Jesus stripped him of his 

identity as a disciple, and locked in shame, he jumps into the covering waters.  

Summoned to this charcoal fire, Peter experiences Jesus’ undying love for him. The Lord’s 

overwhelming mercy and forgiveness restores their relationship with an unbreakable bond. 

This redemptive and renewing meal is the church’s Eucharist. At every Eucharist, the Lord 

feeds all those he loves, and forgives all those who at one time or another tried to live their 

life without God. The Eucharist is not a reward for doing good. The Eucharist is an 

essential meal for sinners. 

Jesus summons all of us to our own charcoal fires, the places of betrayal, denial, 

sinfulness, violation, vengeance, destruction, and shame. We too might feel some shame, 

guilt, and wounds returning to these places of darkness. At these charcoal fires, the Lord 

reveals the dawn breaking of a new day, and feeds us with the sacred meal of his love. The 

Eucharist brings the sacrifice of Calvary and the glory of Resurrection to us again. 

The newspaper headlines both locally and internationally remind us of the church’s own 

sins, failures, and denials of our true identity. While many want the church to be called to 

the wood shed for punishment, maybe the Lord is calling the church to the charcoal fire for 

repentance, renewal and reform. While the charcoal fire might seem unworthy of the 

church’s sinfulness, this reveals the great irony of divine mercy. Jesus’ mercy is wonderful 

when I receive it, but often maddening when someone else receives it. 

We need to be honest about many realities regarding the sex abuse crisis that stormed 

through the church in our country and now has reared its ugly head in Ireland, Germany, 

Mexico, Australia, Canada, Austria and other countries as well. Years ago, many Catholic 

leaders in Europe dismissed the sex abuse crisis as an American problem. Now their own 

scandals are overwhelming them, and all realize this corruption was present throughout 

the Catholic world.  No country or nationality seems to have escaped the horrors of this 

scandal. 

We all know that pedophilia exists in all institutions, including other religious 

denominations, families, schools, civic organizations, and elsewhere, but that is not the 

point. The point is for several decades, when church authorities learned of abuse of 

children, they did not expose the crimes to justice and care for the victims, but instead 

covered up, imposed silence and all too often, perpetrators continued victimizing innocent 

ones. One horrible crime was made worse by the inaction or wrong actions of others who 

should have known better. 

We also know that it is not enough to say that it was just a few bad apples as bishops that 

continued this pattern of reprehensible behavior. In fact many of these bishops were not 

bad men at all, but often of great hearts and intentions. Ingrained into a tightly knit clerical 

system, ordained leaders learned to circle the wagons when threatened and shut down any 

discussions. The reality is that the entire clerical system from local diocese, to national 

Episcopal conferences, to the highest levels of the Vatican dealt with issues way beyond 

their competency and often chose the good of individual priests and the institution’s 

reputation over the protection of children. The entire system failed our children, the 



priesthood, the entire church, and failed God in the process. For many decades there were 

few in any heroes acting responsibly and against the tide of institutional expectations. 

We also know that blaming the abuse crisis on secularization or other of the usual suspects 

serves only to push the light of discovery from where it needs to be. For sure, secularization 

has many weaknesses and faults. But if we were not a secular society, we may never have 

known the extent of this situation. In the United States, freedom of the press and an 

independent judiciary pushed this crisis to where it needed to be, in the forefront of public 

view.  For too many bishops, they did not see the light as much as they felt the heat. In 

other words, “Thank God for the Boston Globe”. Archbishop Diarmuid Martin of Dublin 

(one of the real heroes of the crisis) is clear that clericalism and not secularism fostered the 

environment of abuse in the Ireland’s Catholic Church. 

We also know for certain that much has already changed in how the Catholic Church deals 

with sexual abuse and all abuse within her life. I can assure you that a lot changed under 

Bishop Joseph Gerry. In fact, he instituted vast changes in his fifteen years as our bishop. I 

can also assure you that even more drastic changes occurred since Bishop Richard Malone 

came to Maine. All of these changes are irreversible, and we should expect more changes if 

needed in the future. We all still need to learn and reform. 

We also know that at the highest levels of Vatican church authority, few were able to grasp 

the seriousness of this crisis. But considerable evidence indicates that one who did come 

around to the gravity of this issue was then Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, now Pope Benedict 

XVI. Apparently, many years before his election to the chair of Peter, Cardinal Ratzinger 

rang bells of alarm all over the Vatican, but few were willing to listen to him. Some opposed 

his attempts to reform. 

Within a very short time after his election, Pope Benedict had an investigation launched on 

the founder of the Legionaries of Christ, Fr. Marcial Maciel. Fr. Maciel was thought to be a 

holy and pious man and had friends in highest places in the Vatican. Fr. Maciel ran his 

religious order with a tight fist. Dissent and criticism were forbidden, and unquestioning 

obedience and silence were the expected norms of all who took vows in his order.  

The investigation discovered that Fr. Maciel’s piety was but a veneer that covered over 

horrendous evil. He had molested dozens of seminarians over many decades, and had 

fathered several children by different women. He was protected from investigation until 

Pope Benedict’s election. Pope Benedict suspended him and directed him to live a life of 

prayer and penance. Fr. Maciel has since died. 

While much of the media reporting may be targeting Pope Benedict unfairly, current 

responses from the Vatican have served to damage the church’s credibility. Ironically, the 

public relations debacle in the Vatican could be easily reversed if church leaders simply 

issued apologies for their lack of understanding, and their refusal to believe the seriousness 

of abuse in the church. For too many decades, Church leadership at all levels refused to 

acknowledge these crimes and respond with justice. If Vatican officials simply admitted 

that reality, and asked for forgiveness, they would have taken important steps toward 

rebuilding trust, Instead, various officials speaking for themselves saw the Vatican as 

victim or blaming Zionism or homosexuality. Why does a church that calls for honest 

evaluation of one’s soul and repentance, find it so difficult to practice what is preached? 



 

So, what are we to do? What can we do? Jesus calls from Peter a three-fold profession of 

love. This heals his three-fold denial. Jesus takes Peter at his word and does indeed “know 

everything” and knows that Peter loves him. If we are called to love the Risen Lord Jesus, 

then I proclaim with all my heart and soul that we are also called to love the church. We 

cannot choose to love Jesus but not the church. That option simply isn’t before us. 

If you are angry and disgusted about the patterns of abuse that existed so long throughout 

the Catholic Church, know that I am angry and disgusted too and so are all priests and 

bishops that stayed above the scandal. All this has been sources of stress, anger, 

discouragement, and humiliation for all of you and all of us.  

If there are decisions at the local diocesan level that created unnecessary conflict and 

division, know that many share those concerns. Over Lent, I met with some people I have 

known for years that have been faithful, devout, and committed Catholics, and now have 

left the Catholic Church. This was for me a continual heart break. It is easy to simply 

dismiss these people as weak in faith or abandoning the church, but such judgments rival 

with recent Vatican explanations. We indeed need to talk of a new evangelization, but it is 

as important that we also discuss those who have left. That is one of many topics we simply 

do not talk about in the Catholic Church. 

But we must also realize that love and anger are not mutually exclusive. We must love the 

church especially if we are angry at the church as well. If we love without anger, we risk 

returning to days of unquestioning obedience and letting the ordained run the church. That 

model of church got us into this mess in the first place. If we are angry without love, we can 

risk tearing down the fabric of the church. Tearing down the church only in anger will leave 

us face to face with the evil one. Loving and reforming the church from within and we come 

face to face with the Risen Christ. 

When we love the church, with all the saints and sinners, warts and wounds, beauty and 

ugly, good and bad; we discover that we love our neighbor, we love God and we love 

ourselves as well. And the Lord teaches us that this three-fold love is the food of our 

salvation. Jesus’ dialogue with Peter connects love for him with care for the flock.  

There simply is no salvation with just “Jesus and me”. Salvation requires love for God, 

neighbor and self. I do not have a ready-made detailed recipe for how we both love and 

challenge the church. But it starts with prayer and the discovery that if we do not know 

what to do, God has some ideas and would love to share them with us. In other words it 

does not begin with words, “I am going fishing”, but rather “What is it that I need to do.” 

God will always answer such prayers and the finishing words will always be “Follow me”. 

 


